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Collective Bargaining
disputed at UMaine
BY JIM SLOAN
The idea of the Super-U faculty
negotiating for higher salaries through a
professional bargaining agent has prompt-
ed one university official to term collective
bargaining "a momentous issue that could
radically change governance of the Univer-
sity of Maine."
When the University of Maine Labor
Relations Act (LD 827) was passed in the
summer of 1975 it extended collective
bargaining rignts to all University of
Maine employees. Within a year, two
groups of university faculty had petitioned
for unit determination with the Maine
Labor Relations Board, invoking the rights
and procedures set forth in LD 827.
When the University of Maine Labor
Relations Act (ID 827) was passed in the
summer of 1975 it extended collective
bargaining rights to all University of Maine
employes. Within a year two groups of
university faculty had petitioned for unit
determination with the Maine Labor
Relations Board, invoking the rights and
procedures set forth in LD 827. The idea of
the Super-U faculty negotiating for higher
salaries through a professional bargaining
agent has prompted one university official
to term collective bargaining "a momen-
tous issue that could radically change
governance of the University of Maine."
According to LD 827 a signed petition of
at least 30 per cent of a bargining unit
of university employes will initiate a secret
ballot election. For subsequent groups,
known as the intervener, a petition signed
by 10 per cent of the unit is required for
that group to be placed on the ballot.
The election is held to determine which.
group the bargaining unit wishes to have
represent them, or if the unit wants to have
no bargaining agent at all. The law has
divided the university employes into six
separate units, but so far the faculty is the
only unit to have petitioned for their
bargaining rights.
The first group to petition was the
Associated Faculty of the University of
Maine (AFUM). an independent higher
education union affiliated with the Maine
Teacher's Association (MTA), and the
National Education Association (NEA). In a
petition drive engineered by an MTA
representative that began last spring, the
AFUM signed nearly 40 per cent of the
entire 7-campus university taculty ano
initiated the first election under the new
law.
When a second group. local members of
the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP). a national organization
set up to protect the rights of faculty
members in higher education. submitted
an identical petition with the signatures of
21 per cent of the university's faculty, they
also were placed on the ballot. Presently
they are the only two faculty groups to have
petitioned.
Before an election can be held, however,
the Maine Labor Relations Board must call
a pre-hearing conference between the
faculty and the administration. During the
pre-election proceedings, voter eligibility
lists, dates for the election and voting
methods are determined.
Although both groups contend that they
will win the election, the importance of the
collective bargaining issue has touched off
heated speculation as to which group
would better represent the faculty at the
bargaining table, or if any group should be
elected at all.
Although the Maine Teachers Assoc4 -
tion was influential in helping public school
teachers negotiate higher salaries, many
UMO faculty fear the university would be
lost in the public school ranks should MTA
represent them as a bargaining agent.
MTA already represents 12,000 element-
ary and secondary school teachers in
Maine and the entire university faculty
numbers only 1.000.
"The AAUP has been dealing with
higher education problems for several
years and I think it would be easier for
them to design an interest in the universit,
faculty." said Prof. Walter S. Schoen-
berger. professor of political science. "The
MTA would have more legislative clout
with 12,000 members but we'd only be one
oontinue0 on page 2
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Student Government to compile guide
BY GAIL PLESSE1
The Student Government Faculty Eval-
uation Committee is attempting to compile
the results of the course evaluation forms
into an information handbook for student
use this year. At the end of classes last
semester students completed these quest-
ionnaires which allowed them to anony-
mously evaluate their instructors and
courses.
Student Government Pres. Dan O'Leary
emphatically stated, "Student Government
is doing all the work, no one else." It is
using the Testing and Research Center to
recover the data, and the student doing it is
funded through Student Government and
work/ st udy.
Keith Davis, chairperson of the commit-
tee and O'Leary sent faculty members a
letter asking them for their written
permission to allow their course evaluation
results to be released to Student Govern-
ment.
Student Government will then write a
brief analysis of the results, and send this
analysis to the instructor. The faculty
member has the opportunity to write an
assessment of the evaluation procedure
and/or the results obtained, even if he/she
does not release the information.
Monday was the first day some
responses were returned. O'Leary hopes
to have enough evaluations to compile the
handbook so students may use it by
pre
-registration in a month and a half.
Although students have not seen the
results of the evaluations compiled in the
past two years, the evaluations have served
other purposes. Because the university is a
land-grant institution the faculty and
school must fulfill certain requirements: it
must provide research, public service and
teaching. These evaluations help fulfill
these demands. The compilations also
provide the faculty member with feedback
on his/her courses, and when an instructor
applies for a promotion or tenure the
summaries are attached to the application.
Department chairmen sometime see them
also.
An evaluation handbook was compiled in
1967. and again in 1973. The first one, "Of
Cabbages and Kings" consisted of subjec-
tive paragraphs based on interviews and
"folklore." "The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly", the 1973 version used a number
system, which was also unsatisfactory.
Hopefully, the 1976 book will present
summaries of the results and will give
students a chance to make a course choice
on a rational basis rather than hearsay.
Dutch elm disease; fighting the problem at the roots
BY LYNN MILICH
Compared to previous years. the recent
loss of elm trees on the University of Maine
at Orono campus due to dutch elm disease,
has been reduced through treatment and
preventive measures taken by Dr. Richard
Campana. professor of botany and forest
pathology.
Dutch elm disease is caused by a
microscopic fungus, and together with the
elm tree, produces a gumlike substance.
This substance blocks the water conducting
vessels in the tree and prevents the water
flow from soil to leaves. The fungus is a
parasite because it depends on the tree for
food.
Dr. Campana and students in the botany
an plant pathology department and the
UMO grounds department take many
preventive measures against the disease.
The most effective is sanitation, which
includes elimination of diseased trees.
Other preventive measures Dr. Camp-
ana uses against the disease include
spraying with insecticides not harmful to
the environment when elms are dormant
from Oct. 1 through April I, and breaking
roots between healthy and diseased trees
that have grown together or crossed over
one another to prevent movement of the
fungus underground. Elm wood should not
be stored over the summer and should only
be stored during the winter for fuel.
In treating a diseased elm. Campana
said, if the fungus is not too deep it can be
Xmtinued on page 3
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• Collective bargaining
continued from page 1
thirteenth of the membership. I think we'd
have more effect in an organization we
controlled than in one controlled by 12,000
elementary and secondary school teach-
ers."
Although the AAUP is new to collective
bargaining and did not start representing
teachers until after the NEA, it has
developed a body of principles over the
years to protect the right of fazulty in
higher education. These principles have
been accepted by the University of Maine
Board of Trustees, and several feel this has
put AAUP in a better bargaining position.
"The AAUP body of principle on
academic freedom, tenure and their code
on faculty participation in political activity
has been accepted by the university Board
of Trustees." said UMO Professor of
Education John A. Lindlof. "One thing we
don't want to bargain away are these
principles. The NEA has been flip-flopping
for several years on the issue of tenure."
Even though the AAUP has been
successful in Conn. and Rhode Island as a
collective bargaining agent, it has an
image of inactiveness with many UMO
faculty. For this reason the AFUM was
formed over a year ago and affiliated itself
with the MTA and NEA. The MTA
responded with an impressive organizing
effort.
According to John Paul Polidori. an
MTA employe working with the group.
the AFUM will be "a separate and distinct
organization within the MTA with its own
staff responsible to the end of serving the
faculty of the university." Their associa-
tion with the secondary and elementary
school teachers, he added, would only
strengthen their bargaining power.
"Because of our affiliation with the K-12
members we're able to share critical
resources such as a large legal staff, a
research staff, and most importantly the
most effective lobbying staff in the state,"
he said. "I don't think the AAUP could
ever achieve that level of service. '
Many university professors agree with
Polidori and feel that the union of all levels
of education would be necessary to
strengthen the university faculty's chance
of negotiating higher contracts.
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"You can collectively bargain at the
university level until it comes out your
ears," said Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering John Alexander. "but unless
you can do something in Augusta, you
won't get what you want. We need to get
the support from Augusta. In that respect.
the MTA will be a big help. I don't think
the AAUP has much to offer in that field."
Polidori also cited "the societal on-
slaught against education in this state" as
a reason for educators on all levels to
"come together in defense of the profes-
sion.••
"Given the political climate and the
attack on education. I think educators have
a vested interest in protecting the quality
of education at all levels," he said. "Only
in uniting all the educational community
will the quality of education be enhanced."
Presently. the two groups are waiting for
a pre-hearing conference to be called by
the State Labor Relations Board. The
purpose of the hearing will be to decide
who will be in the bargaining unit.
Although LD 827 specifies the faculty as
a bargaining unit, the composition of the
faculty unit must be defined decisively by
all bargaining agents before thc election
can be held. The AFUM and AAUP
petitions requested identical units and the
university responded by saying the units
were "inappropriate".
The AFUM and the AAUP stated in their
petitions that department/division chair-
persons; professional librarians; members
of the Cooperative Extension Service and
regular instructors, assistant professors.
associate professors and professors should
be included in the bargaining unit.
According to the Assistant to the President
Dr. Stephen Weber, the administration
questions the eligibility of coaches, de-
partment heads and members of Co-
operative Extension.
Although the Board of Trustees have
directed efforts to inform employes about
collective bargaining and have urged
on stage
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King, Kissinger. K ennedy top
list of today's student heroes
Who do college students respect most?
Who are their heroes?
A University of Florida professor recent-
ly posed these questions as a classroom
assignment and obtained some startling
results.
Dr. William Goldhurst asked 100 sopho-
more humanities students at Gainesville,
Fla., to name their heroes, applying the
concept of "The Nine Worthies." a list of
world leaders selected by medieval histor-
ians as the greatest heroes of all time. The
students' selections are reported in the
Autumn 1976 issue of Horizon, the
magazine of world history, art and culture.
The students were asked to name
outstanding people from any era so long
as the nominees reflected values in which
students believed. The individuals receiv-
ing the greatest number of votes were, in
sequential order, Martin Luther King. Jr.,
Henry Kissinger, John F. Kennedy and
Abraham Lincoln. This group was followed
by Winston Churchill, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, Albert Einstein, and Ralph
Nader. The ninth named was Mao
Tse-tung.
The reasons given by the students for
their selections were these: King died in a
noble cause. Kissinger travels world-wide
seeking peace; Kennedy advanced civil
rights and aid to the elderly; Lincoln freed
the slaves and preserved the Union;
Roosevelt led the way out of the Great
Depression; Churchill withstood the Nazis;
Ralph Nader protects the consumer from
being ripped off by industry and big
business; Mao brought China into the
twentieth century.
To the students, leadership meant the
ability to meet a great challenge. according
to Dr. Goldhurst, an associate professor of
English and the humanities. It also meant
bringing hope to those in despair.
The Horizon article points out the artists.
composers, poets and thinkers were not
overlooked by the students. Shakespeare,
Beethoven and Picasso received about 10
votes each. Darwin. Freud, Karl Marx.
Socrates and Jesus were also among the 10
percenters. Adolph Hitler received four
votes. John Mitchell and Richard M. Nixon
each received three.
Among the worthies who received only a
single vote were Linda Lovelace, Marilyn
Monroe, Hugh Hefner, Mark Spitz, Joe
Namath, Jim Thorpe, Babe Ruth, Vince
Lombardi. Dr. Spock. Lance Rentzel and
Wilbur Mils.
Among those nominated but not in the
running were Billie Jean King, Gloria
Steinem , Betty Friedan, Shirley Chisolm.
Moshe Dayan. Golds Meir, Neil Arm-
strong, William F. Buckley, Marco Polo
and Salvador Dali.
Anonymous received two votes for the
poetry he had composed through the ages.
Dr. Goldhurst received two votes the
assigning what was termed a "fascinating
project."
eligible employes to participate in any.,
elections, their stand on collective bar-
gaining has been neutral. According to Dr.
Weber, the reason the administration has
not issued more direct statements is that
the importance of the issue has required a
complete understanding of it.
"People in a position of administrative
responsibilty are charged with protecting
the interest of the institution at large as
well as the specific interests of the students
and Maine taxpayers," he said. "The issue
of collective bargaining raises con-
sequential questions; an administration
informed about and sensitive to issues of
collective bargaining is in the best interest
of all members of the university com-
munity."
395 So Main St.
Brewer
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Student writing quality at UMO still deficient
BY CAROLYN RAMSAY
When the University of Maine at Orono
opened its door to a new group of freshman
this fall, it again faced the growing
problem of college freshmen who cannot
write—whether it be essays or simple
sentences.
"There are currently 850 students
enrolled in Eh 1, the freshmen composition
course," said Miss Pat Burnes. head of the
freshman English program. "Out of this
850, I would guess that at least one-fourth
are incapable of producing one piece of
exposition that is free of all grammatical
errors, spelling mistakes or improper
sentence construction.
She outlined the Eh 1 course in terms of
what is expected of students.
"The Eh 1 course concentrates mainly
on expository writing—enabling a student
to have verbal expression of thought,"
Burnes said. "It is the kind of writing
needed to answer • essay tests and most
composition tests the university might
require."
Because of the large number of students
who are required to take Eh 1, it would be
impossible to expect all 850 students to
produce the same calibre of work. This
fall, for the first time, Burnes said, a new
option has been introduced to aid the wide
range of student abilites.
For the student more advanced in
composition it is now possible to get credit
for Eh 1 by taking a test.
"All freshmen with SAT scores of 570 or
above are qualified to take the test." said
Burnes. This fall, 220 freshmen took the
exam and four were granted credit for their
performance."
From the results. 50 other students were
granted admission into Eh 1-A, a seven
week advanced course of Eh I.
"We had a few problems with the new
program which we hope won't happen
again, Burnes said. "We notified qualified
students of the test date by mail this
summer, but many forgot the date or were
not notified. And so, out of the 500 who
could have taken the test, only 220 showed
up. However, when the first class of Ehl-A
met, there were 140 students in the room
instead of the 40 or 50 who were
expected."
The problem stemmed from the comp-
uter. It seems the machine can only
understand course numbers and many
students registered for Ehl -A during
orientation without any knowledge of the
requirement needed.
"We will be giving the exam again on
October 6th and 7th for all those who
missed it this semester," said Burnes. "It
will give those freshmen who missed the
first test a chance to earn the three credits
by exam, or give them the opportunity to
quality tor Ehl -A, to be taken in the
spring."
But what becomes of students who are
not capable of producing the calibre of
work demanded in the regular divisions of
Eh 1?
"For these students," Burnes said, "we
have a tutorial program called Ehl -T.
There are two or three sections of tutorial
composition offered every semester but
each class can accomodate only 10 to 12
students."
Students are put into Ehl-T in one of two
ways—either by very low scores on the
verbal SAT tests or by transference from a
regular Eh 1 class on the recommendation
of the teacher.
"The student works for one hour in a
classroom atmosphere each week and one
hour per week with the instructor
individually." said Burnes.
Sherry Nemmers, a graduate assistant
who ,aught one division of Ehl-T last
semester, said both a textbook and
workbook which explains parts of speech
and provides exercises are used in the
tutorial course.
"Most of the students in Eh 1 -T have
such a short attention span that its almost
impossible to hold them for a full hour at
any time," Nemmers said.
She added that the effectiveness of the
program is quite high in that 60 per cent of
all persons who successfully complete
Ehl-T can jump into regular classes and
pretty much keep up with the other
students. About one-quarter of the
students fail Ehl -T and take it over again
until they pass.
"Ehl -T moves very slowly—actually
teaching all the fundamentals of the
English language from scratch. We try to
get students to put these principals into
correct written form," Nemmers said.
"If a student can write a one paragraph
composition which is grammatically correct
by the end of the Ehl-T codrse, we feel that
student has successfully completed the
course."
"Ehl-T is an emotionally grueling
course to teach though. You try
everything—new schemes and innova-
tions—anything to get through to a
particular student. You become very
involved emotionally with all your students
so that every triumph for them becomes a
victory for you and every disappointment, a
failure to you. You love it but at the same
time you hate it."
Most persons who teach Ehl-T find this
emotional grind too much to handle in
consecutive semesters, and usually they
teach the course every other semester, so
their mind and emotions get a break.
But why are these students with such
severe writing deficiencies admitted to the
University of Maine at all?
Nemmers said most students who are
enrolled in Ehl-T should never have been
admitted to a university.
• Dutch Elm disease
continued from page 1
cut out with surgery and injected with a
chemical called Lignasan, which prevents
the fungus from developing or multiplying.
Campana explained, "No single control
method by itself is always completely
effective all the time. For the best results
we use two or more of these methods."
The principal carrier of the dutch elm
disease, the European elm bark beetle,
was introduced into the United States
around 1900, and the fungus was disco-
vered in 1930. No one knows how the
fungus came to Europe, but after World
War 1 it appeared simultaneously in
Belgium. Holland and then France.
Researchers think the fungus may have
been introduced from Asia during the war.
There is an elm bark beetle that is also a
carrier of the fungus, which is native to
North America.
In North America the disease was
detected in elm trees in Ohio and traced to
imported elm burl logs from Europe used
for furniture veneer. Wood veneer is the
covering of a non-woody or cheap wood
surface with a thin sheet of fine wood.
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The bark beetle digs tunnels into the elm
trees and feeds between the bark and the
wood. The fungus inside the tree produces
spore bearing structures which stick to the
body of the bark beetle and spread when he
feeds on a healthy tree.
Dr. Campana is also cooperating profes-
sor of forest resources and conducts most
of his research in his outdoor laboratory on
the Orono campus. He said about 50 per
cent of all the elms on campus are infected,
but one half of those infected recover.
Some trees become reinfected.
"Between two and three years ago the
Orono campus lost two out of every three
trees treated; today we are losing one out
of every two," said Campana. Twenty-
seven diseased elm trees were removed
this year.
When the elms are cut down they should
he replaced with a variety of other trees.
Campana said, and this helps control the
disease by not having so many elms in a
concentrated area. However he did say
nowhere else in Penobscot County are
there so many healthy elm trees in such an
intimate area.
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FREE
If you've been thinking of buy-
ing a Hewlett-Packard FI-P 21
calculator, which costs about $85
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4640, which costs about $85
at your campus store.
Because the National Semi-
conductor calculator has all
the features and functions of the
H-e plus a dozen or so that the
"They are not interested academically,
but yield to parental pressure, school
guidance pressure and the social conflict of
'you need a college education to succeed in
life'," she said.
Albert Hackett, assistant director of
admissions for the university, agreed with
Nemipers. but added the decision also is
political in nature.
"There is a place in the university
system for every Maine student who
applies," Hackett said. "It may not be in
the program of his choice, but we will find
a program as closely related as possible."
As long as this policy remains in effect
then the admittance of students who may
continueu 1.111 page 4
Fifty per cent of the funds to support
Campana's research of the dutch elm
disease comes from the federal govern-
ment and within the last five years about
$60,000 in outside grants were raised and
used to obtain valuable information.
Campana said people come from as far
as Calif. to examine the research taking
place on the UMO campus. About 15 or 20
scientific papers have been written from
the dutch elm disease research done on
campus.
Campana said. "We will never eliminate
the dutch elm disease, but it will never
eliminate the elm tree because a large,
healthy elm can produce more than
1,000.000 seeds of which about 90 per cent
may germinate."
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thing for nothing in this world?
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SSR1: faculty research by telephone and com
puter
BY ELIZABETH BUTTERFIELD
The building at 164 College Ave. is
hidden by two tall hedges; its sign is too
small to read from the sidewalk; and no
one appears to live there.
But walk up the driveway. The sign says
-Social Science Research Institute- and you
will hear a lot of bustling amidst the
ringing telephones.
What Is the SSRI? The ringing tele-
phones are a clue.
According to Tracey Bigney, field
director of the SSRI, the institute began
work in Coburn Hall in the fall of 1973. Any
faculty member in the social science
department could use the SSRI to do his
research.
"We get some studies done that
wouldn't otherwise get done," said
Bigney. The institute is an on-going
facility. It has its own terminal which
connects with the computer center and its
own key punch machine. At present there
are six full-time employees.
Dr. Kenneth P. Hayes, associate profes-
sor of political science at UMO, is the
SSRI's acting director until January. In
addition to Hayes there is a field director,
secretary, programmer and two re-
searchers.
Sometimes there are as many as 28
people - clerical help. students and faculty
working part-time on different surveys.
The SSRI also has interviewers around the
state. In January 1975, the SSRI moved
from Coburn Hall to 164 College Ave.
"And we're still bursting at the seams,"
Bigney remarked.
The SSRI is basically self-supported. It
operates on contracts or grants mostly from
the state. It pays overhead to the
University of Maine. "After all, we do use
the UMO mail service and this is a
university building," Bigney said.
Some of the surveys done by the SSRI
are conducted by mail. —But we usually
use the telephone," Bigney stated.
• Student writing problems
contrnued from Page 3
not want to go or be emotionally ready for
college will continue.
It has been in the last 10 years. Burnes
said, that she has witnessed a sharp
increase of non-writing students. She
attributes it in part to the increasing
popularity of electronic modes of com-
munication and the decreasing popularity
of print.
"Writing is no longer THE means of
communication." Burnes said. "Televis-
ion. telephone. radio, and other commun-
ication mechanisms have forced writing to
assume a second-place stand. Students no
longer feel the need to write correctly,
knowing they will never have to again."
Nemmers blamed not only high schools.
but colleges and universities as well for
lowering their standards as to what is
required to gain a working knowledge of
the English language.
"I am very much against the 'funso'
English classes where students learn
film-making and read comic books," she
said. "Students need to have certain basic
fundamentals before they waste time on
'fun' English courses."
"I discovered in one of my Ehl-T
courses that several of the students had
high grades in high school English. I was
appalled until I learned the high grades
were given for classes like scenery-making,
comics, and free reading."
Sue Rodrigue. another graduate assist-
ant. attributes the growth of the problem
partly to the rise in ethnic awareness and to
a departure from standard methods of
teaching.
"Nobody has a good classical education
any more," she said. "People aren't
reading great works of literature and they
certainly aren't writing about them."
Both Rodrigue and Nemmers agreed
that their students in Eh 1 were far more
articulate with speaking than writing. This
they attribute to television.
"Students get the most acquaintance
with literature, classics. etc., through
television," Rodrigue said. "People don't
read any more—they just watch TV."
The problem of freshmen non-writers
has reached large proportions at UMO. but
it is not the university that has been
affected by the problem.
Colleges and universities all over the
country, whether they be small or large,
Ivy League or public institutions are
beginning to require tests to determine
certain minimum literary skills before
students are granted diplomas. These
exams are becoming more and more
necessary as universities discover the
startling lack of student ability in compos-
ition. So the University of Maine need not
despair—it is a growing problem at most
colleges today.
"There may be hope for the future,'
said Nemmers, "as more and more schools
are abandoning the new programs and
putting more emphasis on the fundament-
als. These kids are writing badly out of
ignorance. not stupidity."
MR LEVI
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One of the surveys recently being done
at the SSRI is a statewide housing survey
sponsored by the Maine Human Services
Council. Data was collected through 1,000
telephone calls and through 200 personal
interviews with low income people who
might otherwise be overlooked. This
study of the public's housing conditions
and needs is scheduled to be completed by
Oct. 15, 1976.
A smaller study of banks is being
conducted for the Controller of the
Currency and for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. Last October a law
was passed in Maine allowing savings
banks to offer checking accounts. Only
commercial banks could handle checking
accounts before, and people all over the
country are interested in studying the pros
and cons of the new system.
A pilot survey of Maine's outdoor
recreational needs was sponsored by the
Department of Conservation. The study
gathered together groups of 10 people in
six areas of the state. "Generally these
people were quite pleased with Maine's
camping areas," said Bigney. "But they
do want more camping areas, tennis courts
and access to the water."
A study on what Maine should be like in
the year 2000 for the Commission on
Maine's Future will be printed in a couple
of weeks Bigney said. "We found that
people were very concerned about jobs.
Most would accept developing industries
and oil refineries. They feel :t is possible to
have more jobs while still protecting the
environment.
"We would like to get more faculty to
use the SSRI," said Bigney, "perhaps they
could teach one less class so they would be
given more time to develop a research
proposal.
CANTEEN
GAIVIES•MUSIC
I
PIN BALL I
TV GAMES
POOL & SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES
244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR
tO 5A1 Guy
RESTAURANT
CHINESE BUFFET
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
5-8 orn
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL. 945-11600
945-5688
IN
I.
There'd no need to be shut off from the news of
back home or the latest events around the world
while you're at college.
The Bangor Daily News can enlighten and lighten
your day with the details of events important to you!
Be informed—have the NEWS delivered to your
dorm for only $1.15 per week—just call Jay Bewley
at 581-7294 or write him do Delta Upsilon via
campus mail to start your dorm delivery of Maine's
largest daily newspaper . . .
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Neville releases budget figures
This budget summary comparing
the budgets of 1974-75 and 1975-76,
budget cuts applied and the resulting
1976-77 budget which also incorpor-
ates the additional funding for salary
increases, was released by President
Howard Neville.
College of Life Sciences & Agric.
College of Arts & Sciences
College of Business Admin.
Honors Program
Military Department
Graduate School
Canadian-American Center
College of Engineering & Sciences
College of Education
Bangor Community College
Summer Session - CEO
Cooperative Education
Libraries:
Acquisitions
Other Expenses
SUB TOTAL ACADEMIC EXPENSES:
Student Aid
Student Services
Physical Ed & Athletics
Physical Plant:
Operations & Maintenance
Energy Fuels
Administration:
Fiscal Operations
Gcneral Administration
Alumni Support and Devel.
Administrative Services
Purchasing
Police and Safety
Mail Service
Telephone & Telegraph
Public Info & Central Serv.
Fire Department
Services - Town of Orono
President's Contingency Fund
Research and Public Services:
instituter and Research Centers
Project Research
Maine Agric. Exp. Station
Community Services
Cooperative Extension Service
(a( Includes binding and equipment
related to new acquisitions
(b) Total academic expenses reduced
$122,298
(c) Increased student aid $158,874 and
Student Union $70,000 supplement
IWS1C 
04
S' .•tkEb tit A. %
-Zvfhotirso -114,1\INOV e /1/
177-'4 N
1Fri. Sept. 24
ECLIPSE
Rock and Boogie
Sat. Nite Couples Only
Dan & Mae Polly &
The Plainsmen
Maine's
Largest
Dance Floor
•••47..A.
For Reservations
Tel. 525-3261
ID Required
1974-75 1975-76 CUTS
1976-77 •
S1,496,797 $ 1,522,888 $ 68,000 $ 1,594,574
4,872,748 4,786,475 160,100 5,023,
667
385,780 378,780 416,60
6
60,663 74,663 76,
342
8,889 8,889 9,3
91
173,107 153,966 30,000 131
,071
44,353 44,353 46,
756
1,824,384 1,795, 534 40,000
1,900,010
978,243 951,618 74,000
968,477
509,770 525,770 55,000
532,216
650,906 639,906 5.000
640.524
10,000
[a] 389,416 436,145 [a] 4
48,378
626,887 580,658 25.000
586,718
$12,021,943 [13] s11.899,645 [g] $12
,384,730
194,257 3 2 4 , 9 3 2
[h] 455,665
1,231,339 1,229,538 224.248
1,222,307
716,216 706,216 75,000
669.507
2.968 348 2,771,491
350,000 2,600,825
577,314 1.009.957
1.038.000
245.000 236,413 10,000
240,709
728,156 714.558 61.729
749,689
112,019 108.031
115.995
151,473 148,473 5.000
155,490
283,862 273,862 20.000
282,837
186,656 186,656
192,221
165.909 165,909 20,000
145,909
378,298 372,298 20,000
362.788
12,000 20,000 2.000
18,000
ft' 53,373 5
3.373
123,300 90,641 ji 132,075
315,679 303,012 16.600 405,108
171.056 171,056 32,071 142,412
2.895,270 2.834,426 150,000 2,883,4
02
315,481 315,481 40,500 179,84
9
2,276,833 Id 2,276.833 150,000 [i[ 2,794,323
$26,070,409 $26,212,801 A1,635,248 $27,225,214 
reallocated from administration - all
other expenses cut by $100,000
$65,000 to be reduced from state
funds and offset by federal funds
(e) Includes special state allocation for
student aid and BCC program
(f) Same amount included in Physical
Plant 1974-45
(g) Total academic expenses increased
$485,085
(h) Includes $155,905 increased stu-
dent aid
i USDA allocation to UMO increased
by $527.111
ij Contains undistributed overtime
wages
• Increases due primarily to salary
wage increases.
THE
WIZARD
OF ODDS.
If you want to figure the odds
for or against something --
probabilities, in other words -
the Model 6030 calculator from
National Semiconductor is
just your cup of tea.
It figures mean and standard
deviation with a single key
calculation. Sums x and y values
for correlation and linear
7-egression. Calculates linear
correlation coefficient and slope
of curve. Lots of neat stuff
like that.
And the odds are, you'll figure
it must have taken some kind of
wizard to figure out how to make
a machine like this that sells
at your campus store for a
suggested price of under $35.
.rgl National Semiconductor
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editorial
This year's issue ... collective bargaining
If and when the employees of UMO
form collective bargaining units, it will
affect everyone on campus. So
everyone ought to be aware of the
steps now being taken by various
bargaining unit organizations.
The law allowing UMO employees to
form unions was passed in 1975, and
since then many UMO faculty have
directed time and energy into estab-
lishing a collective bargaining organ-
ization on campus. Teachers don't
usually like to say they're forming a
union, they like the term collective
bargaining organization better.
The law separates university em-
ployees into six categories, or units:
classified employees; faculty; profes-
sional employees; clericals, service
and maintenance; supervisory class-
ified; and police. To date, the only two
groups who have filed petitions with
the state to form unions are the faculty
and the police.
Two collective bargaining organiza-
tions have filed petitions to represent
UMO faculty, the Associated Faciilty
of the University of Maine (AFUM)
and the American Association of
University Professionals (AAUP) An
election will be held sometime this
year to determine which group repre-
sents UMO faculty.
What will the organization of the
faculty into a unit with bargaining
powers mean to the rest of the
university, and especially to the
students? We wish we could say,
'Studies show the quality of education
rises drastically at universities which
have established faculty bargaining
organization, ' or even. "studies show
the university faculty bargaining or-
ganizations demand higher salaries,
which limits jobs and results in higher
tuition for the students, but no
noticeable improvements in the quality
of heir education."
We wish we could give the
unNersity community something solid,
some nice stable statistics to help them
decide if collective bargaining will be a
cood thing for the university, but
according to William Neff, who is
c,)nsidered very knowledgeable on the
sJbject, and is from the University of
Michigan which has faculty unions in
operation, there have been no statis-
tics compiled on the subject.
At this point we can only say, yes it
las worked well on some campuses—
teacher morale has gone up, salaries
have increased so the school was able
to hire better teachers, etc. but on
some campuses it has had a negative
effect on the quality of education.
What will happen at UMO? It is
impossible to say at this point. We
don't know which group, the AFUM or
the AAUP will be representing the
faculty, or if anyone will be. The
faculty could vote down a bargaining
organization altogether. Another
consideration which may decide if the
faculty unions work our or not is the
determination of their unit.
The AFUM and the AAUP have
come to an agreement about who
should be included in the faculty
bargaining unit, and they have dec-
ided librarians, department chairmen,
and cooperative extension employees
should be included.
The UMO administration have
called this determination, "inapprop-
riate", although they have not yet
announced what they do deem ap-
propriate.
The shape of the unit will affect the
election which decides on faculty
representation, and the bargaining
power of the unit in general. One
UMO administrator explained to us, if
the department chairman is placed in
the faculty unit, he will no longer be
able to perform the function of first
step in the grievance procedure—
"complain to your department chair-
man." That responsibility will be
moved one step up the administrative
ladder. On the other hand, the
department chairman is also a faculty
member and does not want to be
removed from the faculty unit, where
his interests lie. It was also explained,
the position of department chairman
changes hands every few years as
different faculty assume the respons-
ibilities.
Another facet of bargaining units
which should concern faculty is the
decision of what kind of "shop" to run
after the election is over, assuming
one of the two organizations is chosen
to represent faculty. Union security is
subject to negotiation between the
bargaining unit and the ar4-ninist'a
tion. In a closed shop, no one who is
not union will be hired at UMO; in a
union shop, all faculty must join the
union after they are hired; in an
agency shop. faculty don't have to join!
union after they are hired; in an
agency shop, faculty don't have to join
the union, but everyone must pay dues
on the assumption they all receive the
benefits from the union's actions; and
in an open shop on one is forced to join
the union or pay the dues.
!n the negotiations between em-
ployees and employer, everyone will
take a stand and make a list of
demands, but these are meant to be
shuffled back and forth, with both
sides giving up some demands for the
more important ones; until both sides
000000 ••••••••••••••
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are reasonably satisfied. The ap-
proved demands will be drawn up into
a contract—the base on which future
negotiations will stand.
Another point of consideration is
what has been called the "big hoax"
of collective bargaining. One out-of-
state professor who has had much
experience with university collective
bargaining, said, through this bar-
gaining you give more power to the
administrator you want to defeat. "All
the power goes to the top in collective
bargaining."
He illustrated this by explaining,
one point of contention in the faculty
unit determination is the librarians.
Now the librarians have absolutely no
say as to which unit they belong to.
The AFUM and AAUP reps have
decided they ought to be faculty. the
adminstration may decide they ought
to be professionals. and the librarians
aren't allowed to say anything.
Once part of a union you have no say
individually only as a part of a large
group. If you don't want what the
majority of the group wants, tough
luck.
These are all considerations to be
considered before you decide which
stand to take on collective bargain-
ing—before you decide which step will
be most beneficial to you, and or, the
university.
Unfortunately students don't have
any input into this process. (Unless
they form their own unit). What the
faculty decides will certainly affect
them, but they can only sit back and
watch carefully while the faculty
wrestles with themselves, the various
bargaining organizations, and the
UMO big-wigs.
Leiters
Stalking the wild
work study student
To the Editor:
HELP!! I'M IN TROUBLE
The behavior of groups of people
never ceases to amaze me. especially
when their behavior centers around
the economic market place, something
about which I'm supposed to know.
VVitn increased tuition, increased cost
of living, you would expect a greater
need for money. Not so. I've been
looking for wok study students to no
avail. Not even a single inquiry! The
pay is good. the job interesting
enough I'll even give references. Are
there any takers? Drop me a call at
581-7961. Weekends call Cl-annel 11
on your C.B , call letters KOT 8151.
Rod Forsgren
Professor of Management and Acting
Dean of the Graduate School
Answer to the ticket game
To the editor: re. Dan Warren
Dan..Dan..Dan... you're right,
football is a national favorite
with or without a dissenting
Casey, but it never got that way
from the children (and you'd
probably agree. some adults) who
devised their schemes to save
that awesome amount of $2.00
No. you say? It's not the two
dollars or the $20 season pass, it's
the principle of paying such a
high price for what?, is that what
you'd say? Well the Patriots make
ends meet the same way they do
at UMO, by charging admission.
Without your money, and those
many others who think football is
king, running around with the
pigskin would ha‘ e as much
publicity. air play and viewing as
Bill Lifshitz's Marble Shooting
Tourney. Without your bucks and
the rest of the University's. UMO
would be the San Diego of the
Yankee Conference.
But even if UMO isn't the
Oakland of Collegiate football
with your hard earned bucks Dan.
you and I are talking more than
gate fees. We're talking about a
university which I would assume
you think highly enough of (or
would you be fooling yourself) to
earn your degree from, as well as
a good part of your education and
potential experience.
Sure. UMO needs your bucks,
and mine. And sure, there are
mistakes of money handling,
there are differences of opinions
on your money's use, and maybe
even a scandal or two if this
newspaper is on the ball, but
generally (and again. I'm as-
suming you agree or you wouln't
be here) you're getting your
money back in a way you find
satisfactory--education. and ho-
pefully quality-filled at that.
Granted there are problems
and hinderances to our system
here, you no less of one than
Governor Longley or the plague at
this time. But there are also
concerned community leaders,
administrators, and faculty a-
round here who care--and as
much about the education process
as the fees, be it tuition or
football.
The next time you're at a
football game with your eight
friends, one ticket stub and
program. and your skeptical
ticket-taker, think about what you
have surrounding you Dan: the
school, the country, the freedom
to be so cocky. And between
plays. you might think about the
progress this institution-your
institution-any institution can
make with constructive help from
you. Criticism, yes, turkey-ish
schemes, no.
If you have an answer Dan, let
'em know. Your letter proved
answers come with much more
difficulty than the problems. As
you alluded, the administrators
will probably try to find an answer
if there is one, not because of you,
but because we all need the
money You can help Dan. But
until then, as you astutely sum-
marized. you are (still) just a kid.
Sincerely,
Mark Mogensen
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News and Events
T.V. Specials
TUESDAY
DEBUT. Baa Baa Black Sheep,
starring Robert Conrad. 8:00 p.m.
DEBUT. Rich Man, Poor Man Book 2,
9:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
DEBUT. Ball Four, starring Jim
Bouton. 8:30 p.m.
DEBUT. The Quest, starring Tim
Matheson,- Kurt Russell. 9:30 p.m
DEBUT. Charlie's Angels, 10:00 n.m.
THURSDAY
DEBUT. Gemini Man, starring Ben
Murphy. 8:00 p.m.
The first of the Ford-Carter debates.
9:00 p.m. (time subject to change).
Karate: Advanced karate classes start
tonight, Sept. 21 at 6-8 p.m. in the
basement of Lengyel Gym.
CANTEEN
/tri
ClJcOM_S_rRVED
Coffee
I FOR 50R MORE
244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945-5688
Classified
ads in the
Maine 
am US
get results!
Classified and Personal advertisements can
be placed at the Maine Campus' Business
Offices located in 106 Lord Hall, Monday
through Friday, only, during regular business
hours 9 to 5. Deadline for Classified and
Personals is 12 noon the business day before
Publication. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to reject any or all advertisements for
Publication.
RATES- Classified advertisements are 10
cents per word, per issue payable in advance.
Personal advertisements are 5 cents per word,
per issue, payable in advance, 50 cents
minimum. Advertisements that sell solicit. Dr
are used for any business purposes are NOT
personal ads
Events
TUESDAY
"Fanshen", a musical performed by the
Little Flags Theatre Foundation of Boston.
Hauck 8:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Photographic Arts Seminar-"Black and
White Photography". 7 p.m. Coe Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Meet the Candidates-Leighton Cooney.
7:30 p.m. Peabody Lounge, Memorial
Union.
THURSDAY
Recreation Outing-"L.L.Bean Exped-
ition." Contact Student Activities office,
Memorial Union.
"Eiger Sanction", starring Clint East-
wood and George Kennedy. 7 and 9:15
p.m. 130 Little Hall Wednesday; 100
Nutting Hall Thursday.
"Smiles of a Summer Night", (1955)
Student Union. BCC, Wednesday.
EXHIBIT: Maine coastal scenes, many ot
them at Schoodic Point, are among the 50
black and white photographs by Massa-
chusetts photographer Daniel Ranalli
which are on exhibit through October in the
University of Maine at Orono's photo salon
in the Memorial Union. Ranalli is director
of the artists-in-residence program of the
Massachusetts Arts and Humanities Foun-
dation and a former associate director for
the Educational Resources Campus-Free
College in Boston.
News Briefs
LECTURE: Dr. David Pimentel, professor
of insect ecology at Cornell University will
speak on the topic of "Energy, Food and
the Future of Man" on Monday. Sept. 27,
at 3:10 p.m. in Nutting Hall and at 7 p.m.
in 101 English Math.
INTERESTED IN RADIO???? Anyone
interested in any phase of WMEB,
University of Maine radio, there will be a
mandatory meeting tonight in 120 Little
Hall at 7 P.M. If you think you would like a
show, read news or help with the station.
come and find out what we are all about.
Everyone must attend.
Ram's Horn benefit succeeds
The Ram's Horn will get two much-
needed microphones, thanks to a larger-
than-expected turnout at a Saturday night
fund raiser.
Carl Pease, chairperson of the University
of Maine at Orono Coffeehouse Commit-
tee, said S61 was raised Saturday night,
bringing total receipts at the Ram's Horn
for the week to $141. Pease said expenses
must still be paid out of this total, but he
said enough funds will be left over to
enable the Ram's Horn to purchase two $50
microphones.
A large coffee and tea-drinking crowd
a:tended Saturday's fund raiser, enjoying
the music of Sandy Ives, Mike Huges,
Andy Periale, Ron Sweet and Dave
M allett.
Pease deemed the performance both an
artistic and a financial success. He said
receipts from donations and the charges for
coffee, tea and doughnuts usually total
only about $30 weekly.
Despite the success of the fund raiser at
the Ram's Horn Saturday, Pease said the
coffeehouse still faces a big problem in
another area—that of getting more volun-
teers interested in working at the coffee-
house.
Pease said several new people came to
an organizational meeting held Sunday
night. but said, "We could always use
more volunteers."
Pease said the positions of secretary,
treasurer, publicity representative, sup-
plier and assistant programmer are all
unfilled at the present. He also said his
own position as the chairperson of the
coffeehouse committee is available, as
other obligations are robbing him of
considerable time he should be spending at
the Ram's Horn.
The post of assistant programmer, Pease
said, entails aiding in the procurement of
performers. To be a good programmer
takes a considerable amount of time and
practice, Pease continued. But he said the
other available positions require more of a
willingness to work than any considerable
expertise.
The Ram's Horn is open from 7 p.m.
until midnight nightly and serves coffee,
tea. cider, Coke and pastries. Entertain-
ment is usually offered three nights per
week.
Pease said upcoming performances of
special interest include a "Disco Night"
this Saturday, under the direction of Lloyd
Graves.
Eastwood's 'Sanction; senseless, childish
B JOHN BREWER
Clint Eastwood, like Charles Bronson
and Burt Reynolds, has made a career out
of "quicky-flicks"; grade-B clunk-thunkers
which demand relatively little money, rel-
atively little intelligence to produce, and
very, very little intelligence to watch.
Seldom does this chewing gum for the
eyes vary from the set formulas which
these three men have made their trade-
marks: Bronson's crime capers. Reynolds'
rednecks, and Eastwood's wooden west-
erns.
Eiger Sanction is an exception. Clint
Eastwood has thrown together a mishmash
of reluctant-former-spy-versus-tough-pro-
fessional-evildoers pablum and topped it
all off with some tasty mountain climbing
footage. In this case the topping is far
better than the cake. Most of the rock-work
is impressive, not just because close-ups
prove that good ol' Clint himself is the guy
dangling from a piton thousands of feet
high, but because, to get those close-ups,
some cameraman had to dangle thirty feet
or so higher (and cameramen don't have
stunt doubles, do they?).
As far as everything else goes, the only
plot here is by Eastwood and the other
producers to make a bundle off of senseless
writing and childish directing. The pictures
are pretty, but the film would be more
entertaining if viewed with the sound
turned off.
George Kennedy is present also, picking
up a few extra bucks and adding a little
fresh air to the baby-talk which passes for
dialogue. Even Kennedy can't be expected
to perform miracles, though, and in the
end the idiotic, lifeless script wins. I'm
referring to a point late in the movie when,
while viewing various "high" jinks on the
mountain through a telescope. George is
forced to mutter with concern. "I knew
there'd be death."
Didn't we all?
DOYOU
SUMER, FROM
8-DIGIT
MANTISSA?
If you suffer from the limited
accuracy of eight digits in your
calculator readout and yearn for
more, here's fast relief.
The 4660 from National
Semiconductor.
It has a 10-digit mantissa plus
2-digit exponent. Not to mention
other dynamite stuff like three
separate addressable accumulat-
ing memories, algebraic logic and
scientific or engineering notation.
And our cure is very reason-
able. Suggested retail price at
your campus store is under $85.
Suffer no more.
National Semiconductor
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Sears 
3 things that every
college student should know:
\
'4**
_ )
-
Handy carry-pack
with handle
You can SAVE $5 on this
slide-rule calculator
SALE 1499Regular
$19.99
a. .Nn 8-digit slide rule calculator can make the difference
in the speed And accuracy with w hick you solve complex
problems. Work square roots. squares. reciprocals in-
stantly. 4-key memory lets you work 2 problems at once.
Has percent key, floating decimal and large green digital
display. With case. Runs on batteries (included). Op-
tional adapter available.
b. Reg. $2.1.99 . Full slide-rule calculator with scientific nota-
tion, 4-key memory. Runs on batteries (included). Op-
t• •1 adapter available  19.99
MIN II You can SAVE 140 on our
Electric 1 typewriter
SALE 999 lokj.eg,,,.
$139.99
Term papers. lab reports, essays—it's hard to reduce your
typing load, but you can make your job easier with Sears
Electric 1 portable. Has wide 12 inch carriage with pre-set
tab positions for fast column work. With 3 different re-
peat keys, standard pica type. Typewriter cover included.
6 :11
) • You can SAVE $5 on Sears
carry-pack shelving
SALE 109Re?ular
$15.99
Don't limit yourself to dorm room furniture. Expand
your storage space with Sears 4-shelf steel shelving unit.
Walnut-color unit will accommodate stereo equipment.
records. books. Has adjustable shelves, decorative end
panels. Comes unassembled.
Sale prices in effect through October 2, 1976 Ask about Sears Credit Plans
SEARS. ROE111 ..1,ND CO. Available in larger Sears Retail Stores and Catalog
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SPORTS
Racquetball club gains
interest, loses court
BY DOUG CURTIS
Racquetball is a rapidly growing sport
throughout the country, but here in Maine
the facilities have not been able to keep up
with the interest in the sport. Conse-
quently, racquetball has experienced a
slow growth at the University of Maine at
Orono when it comes to scheduling
matches and holding tournaments.
Last year there were four racquetball
courts in the Memorial Gym. This year
there are three. One court was turned into
a new addition to the weightroom. Of the
three courts that remain, one was built
prior to World War II and does not meet
International Racquetball Association
(IRA) specifications. The other two courts
were built in 1971 as part of a major
gymnasium addition and do meet the
specifications as outlined by the IRA.
The UMO Racquetball Club held an
introductory meeting last Wednesday
night. The club was originally formed by a
group of UMO students and faculty to try
and show the need for improved facilities.
Last year the club was able to obtain
playing time for club members on a regular
basis.
On Wednesday about 40 people showed
up at the meeting. "If that many people
remain in the club it's going to be a tight
squeeze finding time and room for
everyone to play," said Bob Waterman,
one of the members last year. The club
plans on holding ladder tournaments this
year. Novice players will also participate in
a melting pot tournament.
Club membership is two dollars per
year. The money goes partly for equip-
ment: racquets and balls. Part of the
money goes to transportation. The club
plans on competing in tournaments with
groups in the Portland-Gorham and
Waterville areas, and they will need money
for gas.
The club aim, hopes to send individuals
to the state tournaments which are held in
several areas around Maine.
People who are interested in joining the
racquetball club may contact Rich Miller, a
UMO diving coach, in the gym or Bob
Waterman in 212 Cumberland.
Women who are interested in the club
should contact Nora Davis in 126 Somerset
for further information.
Dave Ames, one of the club's advisors,
said he would like to sponsor tournaments
here at UMO. However, there are no
observation balconies for spectators or
officials. Bangor's YMCA has just built
two courts costing $50,000 a piece. The
club hopes some tournaments may be held
there.
Cost has always been the key problem
facing racquetball enthusiasts here at
UMO. In 1971, when the latest renovation
of the gymnasium was undertaken, two
proposals were suggested for building
more courts.
One proposal called for additional courts
along the front of the gymnasium lobby.
Two courts would be built extending from
the gym lobby forward to the road in front
of the gym. The other proposal called for
the building of a second floor in the field
house for court space.
Both proposals hinged on a $4 million
referendum bill put before the people in
Maine. The UM trustees and state
legislature had previously approved the
measure. Much to the dismay of many
people at the university, the bill was
defeated by 500 votes and the racquetball
proposals were cut.
According to Allan B. Lewis, the 1971
project engineer, there is room for the
courts. He said the building was designed
for expansion in various areas and that
racquetball courts could be constructed
over the south side of the indoor track or
portable courts could be set up in the
gymnastics room.
Although UMO's racquetball facilities
may be limited, the enthusiasm is not. As
one club member put it. "It's better than
nothing.••
Rooters to face Bowdoin
BY JIM MADSEN
The UMO soccer team will be trying to
even its record after a tough season-
opening loss to Boston University when the
Black Bears tangle with Bowdoin College
on Alumni field Wednesday.
Bowdoin, according to UMO coach Paul
Stoyell. is one of the better teams in New
England this year. The Division 11 Polar
Bears defeated Maine 3-2 at Brunswick last
year, but the UMO eleven will be hoping to
capitalize this time on a home field
advantage.
Bowdoin has 12 returning lettermen,
including seven starters from last year's
squad. The team is led by senior Robbie
Moore and junior Ed Quinlan, both
forwards and the leading Bowdoin scorers
from a year ago.
Moore. a native of New Hampton, N.H.,
hurt his achilles tendon in practice and
missed scrimmages with Husson and
UMPG. but should be healthy for to
morrow's contest.
Quinlan will see two familiar faces on the
field, because he played on the same high
school soccer team with UMO co-captains,
Ted Woodbrev and Rusty Keene.
s•
OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Gas, Oil & Auto Accessories
324 N. Main
Old Town, Maine
HOWARD STURGEON, PROP
827-2400
Morre and Quinlan were responsible for
all three of Bowdoin's goals last year
against UMO.
UMO's Woodbrey will be going for his
second school record in as many weeks.
Against Boston University he set a new
record for total career goals and presently
is one point away from the UMO mark for
career total points.
Assessing the Bowdoin Polar Bears.
Stoyell said, "They are a tall, strong,
physical team. Bowdoin has been prac-
ticing longer, has had more scrimmages
than we've had and have both of their
leading scorers back. But if we can keep
those two in check, especially Moore,
we've got a good chance to beat them."
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C start Small classes, no homework, defin 2
6 itely not sales, but position does require ;-I a
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motivate students and portray competence
and confidence MA Degree preferred
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le Director of Education, New England 36
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Reading Lab. 598 Asylum Avenue, Suite 2
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Nationally known speed
reading course to be
taught in Orono
Orono (spec.) --United States
Reading Lab will offer a 4-week
course in speed reading to a limited
number of qualified people in the
Orono area.
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative
and effective program available in
the United States.
Not only does this famous course
reduce your time to just one class per
week for 4 short weeks, it also
includes an advanced speed reading
course on casette tape so that you
can continue to improve for the rest
of your life. In just 4 weeks the
average student should be reading
4-5 times faster. In a few months
some students are reading 20-30
times faster, attaining speeds that
approach 6.000 words per minute. In
rare instances speeds of up to 13.000
wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should read
7-10 times faster upon completion of
the course with marked improve-
ment in comprehension and concen-
tration.
For those who would like addition-
al information, a series of free, one
hour. orientation lectures have been
scheduled. At these free lectures the
course will be explained in complete
detail, including classroom proce-
dures, instruction methods, class
schedule and a special 1 time
introductory tuition that is less than
one-half the cost of similar courses.
You must attend any of the
meetings for information about the
Orono classes.
These orientations are open to the
public, above age 14. (persons under
18 should be accompanied by a
parent if possible.)
 ADVERTISEMENT
If you have always wanted to be a
speed reader but found the cost
prohibitive or the course too time
consuming.. .now you can! Just
attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7-10 times
faster, concentrate better and com-
prehend more.
If you would like to make A's
instead of B's or C's or if you are a
business person who wants to stay
abreast of today's everchanging
accelerating world than this course is
an absolute neccessity.
These special one-hour lectures will
be held at the following times and
places.
Orono Meetings
Thursday. September 30. at 6:30
p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m.; Friday.
October 1. at 6:30 p.m. and again at
8:30 p.m.; Saturday. October 2. at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.; Monday
October 4 at 6:30 p.m. and again at
:3O p.m. in the Student Union
Building University of Maine. Orono
campus.
Final meetings will be held on
Tuesday. October 5 at 6:30 p.m. and
again at 8:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Hilton's International Room.
If you are a businessman, student.
housewife or executive this course.
hich took 5 years of intensive
research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, compre-
hend more, concentrate better, and
remember longer. Students are
offered an additional discount. This
course can be taught to industry or
civic groups at "Group Rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever
free orientation that fits you best.
 ADVERTISEMENT
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Tues., Sept. 28
8 PM Hauck Auditorium
Tickets $2.00
$1.00 students
Information 581 - 7801
SPONSORED by the Student Government
and Concert Committee
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MO challenged UMass on the football field Saturday
afternoon, and although they scored on a field goal, the
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first points scored against UMass since 1969, they
couldn't break the losing streak, running since 1965.
Economical basics. Powerful slide rules.
And, a programmable powerhouse.
T1-1200
Goes where you go. Adds. sub-
tracts. multiplies, divides. Per-
centage. too. Automatic constant
Full floating decimal 8-digit dis-
play Replaceable battery Optional
adapter available
$995*
;1Z -Th
The classic slide r,ie calculator.
Algebraic keyboard and sum-of-
products capability with single-
function keys. Versatile memory.
add, store, or retrieve data Set
angles to degrees or radians. Cal-
culates to 13-digits. display rounds
to 10. Operates on rechargeable
battery pack
Si 0"
rebate
coupon
"Suggested retail pliCP
lq76' Teus ir,struments
$5995*
I ! 1.,ill'
/ftft7-Allo
/ ft 
elb
ftitft ft.ft 
Id
Everything tre t-1200 has—plus,
Full function memory add. sub-
tract. recall or clear with a single
keystroke. Also, a change sign key.
Replaceable battery Optional
adapter available
$1295*
SR-51:1
Even more power Three user-ac-
cessible memories. Least square
linear regression Factorials Ran-
dom numbers Permutations.
Mean, variance, and standard de-
viation 20-conversions And more
— plus. everything that can be done
on the SR-50A AC adapter/ char-
ger included
$7995*
JI.1,»11 T1-I 650
••••sy
**"../
Super slim. High-styled. Four func-
tions. Percent key. Automatic con-
stant. 8-digit display is easy on the
eyes Use it 3 to 5 hours before
recharging. AC adapter/charger
and carrying case
$2495*
TI Business .Analyst
Saves working with books of tables
and charts. Financial and statistical
operations are preprogrammed.
Handles: annuity, simple and com-
pound interest, sinking fund, amor-
tization, cash flow, cost control
and depreciation—and more. AC
adapter/charger and carrying case
included.
Special SR-56 $10.00 rebate.
Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card post-
marked no later than October 31,1976. To apply:
1. Fill out this coupon
2. Fill out special serialized customer information
card inside SR-56 box
3. Return completed coupon and information card to:
Special Campug Offer
P.O. Box 1210
Richardson, Texas 75080
4995*
Name
Address
City
University
Name of SR-56 Retailer
SR-56
Super slim t'owerful 4-key
memory. A change-sign key. Press
the keys just as you would state the
problem. Fast-charge battery off-
ers 3 to 5 hours continuous use.
Adapter and carrying case
included
$2995*
SR-56
Super slide rule that's program-
mable. A powerhouse. 10 memo-
ries. 100 program steps. 9 levels of
parentheses. 4 levels of subroutine
AOS (Algebraic Operating System)
lets you handle complex problems
naturally. left-to-right. Battery
pack. AC adapter/charger and Ap-
plications Library
$10995*
State Zip
Serial No (from back of calculator)
Please allow 30 days for rebate
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INC ORPORATED 65535
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Bears end scoring jinx, but Mass wins 24-3
BY AL COULOMBE
the University of Maine at Orono and
the University of Massachusetts appeared
evenly matched after the first half of their
Yankee Conference football game held
Saturday. UMass endurance and the
running of halfbacks Billy Coleman and
Rich Jessamy allowed the visitors to pull
away for a 24-3 victory, before 7100 fans at
Alumni Field.
The Minutemen opened the game by
taking the kickoff, marching the length of
the field behind the rushing of the
aforementioned pair and completing a
20-yard pass between quarterback Brian
MtNally and his prime receiver Moses
Williams. The Bear defense finally held at
their three-yeard line and a fake field goal
attempt was foiled.
The Bears began their first sustained
drive of the afternoon with two passes from
quarterback Jack Cosgrove to Mike Hodg-
son for 30 yards; a completion between
Cosgrove and Rich McCormick, supple-
mented by Rudy DiPietro's inside running
were keys.
Jack Cosgrove found a big hole through
the middle, and the quarterback rolled up
31 yards to the UMass 20 yard line. The
drive stalled on the UMass 14, and Jack
Leggett's field goal attempt was wide.
In the first half. UMass drove inside the
Maine 20 three times. only to be held short
each time.
A 57-yard, nine-play drive ended with an
interception by UMO's Jeff Smaha in the
end zone, but a Bear fumble by Rudy
DiPietro set up the first UMass score
moments later.
With 45 seconds left in the half. UMass
took over on the UMO 20 yard line. A
10-yard run by Coleman set the stage for a
possible touchdown. The halfback rushed
for 114 yards in 15 attempts on Saturday.
Fhe Bear pass defense, however, asserted
itself on this series. A strong rush forced
McNally to throw wide on his first attempt
from the Maine 10, and a second try was
Merrow, Washburn lead
Field Hockey victories
BY CHARLOTTE McCATTE
Saturday's pre-season women's field
hockey invitational at Lengyel field turned
out to be a day of triumph for the
Uciversity of Maine at Orono.
The tone was set in the first game, as the
UMO junior varsity beat Farmington's
varsity by a score of 1-0. The goal was
scored by inner Kris Nelson. who deflected
a centering pass into an unguarded cage.
The varsity took over against the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
winning easily, 3-0. Dominating every
facet of the game. UMO did not allow the
apposition to cross the 50-yard line. Two
forwards did the UMO scoring, Brook
Merrow led with two goals, and Tracey
Washburn adding one.
UMO's last game. against the University
of Maine at Presque Isle was a hard fought
struggle ending in a scoreless tie. The
players showed signs of weariness after the
long day of round-robin competition.
Team unity was instrumental in UMO's
success. Each member got a chance to play
as Coach Deb Davis shuttled players from
one position to another, searching for the
best possible ccmbination to open the
regular season.
UMO's first league game is this Friday
at 1:00 on Lengyel Field.
MARKLINE
CO• New England's LargestCalculator SALES & SERVICECENTER
SR - 56
100 step programmable
9 levels parenthesis
Rechargeable
$ 84"
Less $10 Refund
FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
coupon available in this paper)
Your Net price ($10.00 refund from it
$74"!!!
MARKLINES SPECIAL WARRANTY COVERS ALL T.I.CALCULATORS FOR ONE YEAR, PARTS 8, LABOR.
THERE WILL BE NO CHARGE TO OUR CUSTOMERS
TEXAS INSTRUMENT
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES:
.BUSINESS ANALYST $42.95 .1600 $19.95
.SR -50A 48.95 .1650 24.95
.SR 
-51A 64.95 .TI30 21.95
.SR 
-52 249.95 .5050M 94.50
HEWLETT PACKARD
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES:
.HP -21 $74.50 .HP -25C $175.
.HP -22 125.00 .HP -27 175.
.HP - 25 129.95 .HP - 67 425.
CALL OUR 24 HOUR ORDER LINE:
IN STATE 617-891-6800
OUT OF STATE 1-800-225-8792
Il===••=mmomomomm 
batted away by defensive back Chris Paul.
UMass then called upon place-kicker Dave
Croasdale. He converted from 27 yards out
for a 3-0 halftime lead.
A check of halftime statistics showed
that the Bears, though outmatched physi-
cally. were still in the game. The UMass
size advantage, as well as UMO's inability
to move in for a score, proved to be the
factors in the second half. The constant
hammering of the UMO defense by UMass
running backs Coleman and Jessamy
caused the Bear defense to tire.
Cosgrove led UMO to its deepest
penetration of the contest at the outset of
the third period. Cosgrove hit Stan
LaPointe for 5 yards to the Maine 23.
DiPietro was stopped on the next play. but
a UMass face mask call put the ball on the
Bear 36. UMO then executed their best
play of the game. Quarterback Cosgrove
pitched out to the flanker Stan LaPointe.
who promptly hit Mike Hodgson with a
pass good for 44 yards to the UMass 17.
Three consecutive running plays advanced
the ball to the UMass 14. The Bears
eiected to go tor tne first down at this
point. but Cosgrove was stopped short on
tt.e quarterback draw.
UMass could not move from this
position, however, and the Bears took
advantage of a booming nine yard punt by
UMass punter John Romboli.
After three unsuccessful plays. Leggett
came in to score UMO's first points against
UMass in six years with 37-yard field
goal. The 3-3 tie that resulted raised the
crowd's expectations of a possible upset.
The Minutemen scored two touchdowns
in the third peiod, scoring first in a
four-play d.:ve highlighted by a 41-yard
McNally toss to tight end Kevin Cum-
mings, and Coleman's 16-yard touchdown
run. This made the score 10-3.
After Cosgrove was intercepted by
Victor Jeffries. Coleman carried 10 yards to
the Mass 25. On the next play, Jessamy
found a big hole and outran the Bear
defense for a 75-yard touchdown run with
5:04 remaining in the quarter. This ran the
score to 17-3.
UMass's final score was also set up by
the interception of a Cosgrove pass. Forced
to throw in the final period. Cosgrove
threw the interception into Gret Sprout's
hands, and the cornerback raced 51-yards
to the Bear 10. UMass back Dennis Dent
then scored from 10 yards out for the 24-3
final score.
STARTS WED.
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He's got to face a gunfight
once more
to use up to his legend
once more
TO WIN JUST ONE MORE TIME.
JOHN WAYNE
LAUREN BACALL
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UMO Tennis Team opens against Wildcats today
BY KAREN LACASSE
The Maine Black Bears tennis team
opens their fall season today. against New
Hampshire. Lettermen Bob Adams. Pete
Follett. Bob Salt, Tom Hallett and Bill
Hammer are back this fall, as well as two
promising freshmen: Jim Rodman from
Weston. Mass.. who Coach Folger says
will play . and Steve Neidhart from
;Aaking%ur
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FAFTUY
OVER 700
VARIETIES OF
EXOTIC PLANTS
upstairs, downtown
44 Central St., Bangor
Morrisville. Pa.. who may also see a lot of
action. Jim Levesque. a junior from
Brunswick. Me.. should be another top
pc rforri er
Last season. the team finished with five
wins and four loses, its best record in five
years. They soundly defeated University of
New Hampshire at the Yankee Conference
at Burlington. Vt..9- I but narrowly lost 5-4
in a strong University of Connecticut team.
Peter Follett. who was a freshman last year
and a native of Burlington, was a top
winner at the Yankee Conference. How-
See Our Collection
SILK SCREENED
LINEN PRINTS
and
REPRODUCTIONS
Early America
gifts & custom framing
40 Main St., Bangor ------
Light Up A Dark Corner
•
..cfnted & not scented
all sizes, shapes, colors
AI 
i 
Picture and Gift Shop
IV 23 Main SgeetBangor,
Have you got JUNGLE FEVER?
THE PLANT STUDIO
231 N. Main St. Brewer
989-1883 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
has the cure.. :we have every houseplant you've ever
heard of and a lot you haven't.. .no plant leaves our
shop without complete growing instructions!
We also feature WILDLIFE PAINTINGS
by Jack Patrick
cAugmented GE ifth
Has The Accessories To Make
Your Record Listening Enjoyable
BLANK RECORDING TAPE SPECIALS
Case Lots of 10 Casettes
BASF Chrome 90 min. List $56. SALE $35.
BASF Chrome 60 min. List $37.50 SALE $26.
MAXELI_Low Noise 90 min. List $37.50 SALE $23.50
MAXELL Low Noise 60 min_ List $23.50 SALE $15.
MAXELL Ultra Dynamic 90 min. List $53. SALE $33.50
MAXELL Ultra Dynamic 60 min. List $36. SALE $22.50
TDK Super Avilyn 90 min. List $47.90 SALE $36.
TDK Super Avilyn 60 min. List $32.90 SALE $25.
New PRO Series Casettes Manufactured by
Memorex - SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
3 for THE PRICE OF 1
PRO 90 - 3 For $3.49, PRO 60-3 For $2.99.
PRO 45 - 3 For $2.49
We Can Get other Tapes by These
Manufacturers & other Manufacturers.
Prices Good Thru Sept. 30
Telephone 866-2013
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - Mon., Tues., Wed. & Sat. 10-6
Thurs & Fri 10-8; Sun 12-6
28 MILL ST., ORONO - Across From Park's Hardware
OFFER ENDS SEPT 27 •
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Three returning tennis team lettermen: (1 to r) Bob Adams,
Tom Hallett, Bob Salt.
ever. Coach Fogler's hopes for Follett as a
strong number two position player this
season have been shattered, because
Follett has mononucleosis, and will be
sidelined indefinitely. FoQett's loss will
seriously weaken the team because players
seeded third through seventh will move up
one position to face New Hampshire's
second through sixth seeded players.
The University of Maine team should
face some tough competition Friday,
because the New Hampshire team was
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
champions last year and was also last years
favorite in the Yankee Conference. Since
only two lettermen are not returning, New
Hampshire should have a strong team.
The Yankee Conference Tennis Cham-
pionships will be held at Orono this year.
Oct. 8 and 9.
The tennis match against New Hamp-
shire begins at 1:30 p.m. at the Courts
beside UMO's Memorial Gym.
11111111,
year after year,semester after
semester, the
CollegeMaster
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeM aster
Field Associate
in your area:
C011eGeMaSter*
DAVID L THERIAULT
Manager
69 Main Street Telephone
ORONO, MAINE 207-866-4906
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